FWC continues investigation into disharmonizing and disturbing shark dragging video, thanks concerned citizens

Yesterday, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission identified the four men connected to the fishing boat dragging video. The video, which is shared on social media, depicts a group of people engaging in shark dragging, which is illegal in Florida. The commission is investigating the incident and has thanked the public for their concerns.

The agency is urging anyone with information to contact them.

“Thank you to everyone who reported this disturbing video,” said the FWC. “We are investigating the incident and will make sure that anyone found to have committed a crime is held accountable.”

Captain Mark Quinlan in Tallahassee said that if you see anyone violating the law, you can report it to the FWC. The agency is working to stop this illegal activity and ensure that natural resources are protected.

"There are those who want to see the shark die, but it is wrong," Quinlan said. "We are working to get to the bottom of this and ensure that those responsible are held accountable."